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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
Stanley King
Greetings to all in this new year!!
I hope everyone had good holidays or at least tolerable and that you
survived: (choose two) (a) family, (b) too much food, (c) in-laws,
(d) out-laws, (e) too much football,
(f) ex-laws. I always enjoy the last part of the year, what with
Christmas and all, but I also enjoy the first part of the new year, for
it is as a blank canvas, full of the unknown
(both good and not-so-good) and full of promise and the anticipation of what it will bring.
But then, I’m not an accountant and don’t see it as tax season, either.
We are back on track with our monthly luncheon meetings and will
kick off the new year’s speaker schedule on Thursday, January 12,
2012. We will begin around 11:30 AM at River Hills Club with
Gary Perry, VP of Reservoir Services with Geotrace bringing a talk
entitled, “Oil and Gas Finders Unite!”. I understand the talk centers around new exploitation techniques in conventional and resource plays and should prove to be interesting.
Elsewhere, Kate Kipper, Executive Secretary of GCAGS, has reminded me that nominations for GCAGS awards should be submitted to the GCAGS Awards & Nominations Committee, Chairperson
Bonnie Weise, by March 9, 2012. Award descriptions, nomination
instructions and forms, and Bonnie’s contact information are available on the GCAGS website (www.gcags.org). Note that March 9
is also the deadline for submitting nominations of K-12 teachers for
the GCAGS Owen R. Hopkins Outstanding Earth Science Teacher
Award.
Having no other news of note other than it’s January and the robins
are here, I will close, looking forward to seeing you on Thursday,
January 12th at River Hills Club.
Stanley King
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MGS MEETING SCHEDULE
When
September 8, 2011
October 13, 2011
November 9, 2011

December , 2011
January 12, 2012

What/Who

Where

Fall BBQ

Jackson Yacht Club-5:30pm

Gas Hydrate: A Huge Emerging Energy Resource
Art Johnson: Hydrate Energy International

River Hills – 11:30am

The Jurassic Norphlet Formation of the Deep Water Eastern
Gulf of Mexico: A Revisit of the Sedimentology of Aeolian
Systems & Comparisons to both the Modern Namib Desert
and Ancient Cedar Mesa Analogues: John B. Wagner*

River Hills – 11:30am

Christmas Party and Dance

Colonial Country Club

Oil and Gas Finders Unite!

River Hills – 11:30am

New exploitation techniques in resource plays benefit geologists, engineers, and geophysicists alike

February 9, 2012

TBD

River Hills – 11:30am

March 8, 2012

TBD

River Hills – 11:30am

April 12, 2012

Boland Scholarship Awards

River Hills – 11:30am

May 10, 2012

Spring Fling

Jackson Yacht Club– 5:30pm

OFFICERS MEETINGS
August 4, 2011
September 1, 2011
October 6, 2011
November 3, 2011
December 1, 2011
January 5, 2012
February 2, 2012
March 1, 2012
April 5, 2012
May 3, 2012

MGS LUNCHEON SPEAKER:

Oil and Gas Finders Unite!
New exploitation techniques in resource plays benefit geologists, engineers, and geophysicists alike
Gary Perry, VP, Reservoir Services, Geotrace
Your company is actively drilling wells. The geophysicists can map time horizons using seismic and
get solid correlations with synthetic seismograms from pilot holes. The geologists have little problem
in correlating wells in the zone of interest and the engineers have plenty of production data to analyze
in the area.
Unfortunately, the time horizons lack enough detail to keep the bit in zone, the well log correlations
are uncertain and the difference between good wells and mediocre wells are determined in hindsight. How can you more easily predict good wells to exploit a resource play? The answer: combine
the data used by engineers, geologists, and geophysicists using novel methods to produce a detailed
picture of the lithology and fluids in the zone of interest, leading directly to better informed decisions.
The processes that help unite these disciplines include deriving rock properties from seismic and well
data, azimuthal fracture analysis, microseismic integration, and reservoir simulation. Examples in
several conventional and resource plays will be presented.

Biography
Gary Perry has been in the industry since 1974 and studied Geology (with emphasis on Geophysics)
at the University of Texas. He is currently Vice President, Reservoir Services, for Geotrace and has
been with the company for over 25 years. Gary was previously with Geo-Search Corporation from
1974 to 1986 where he performed basin velocity studies in several onshore U.S. basins before going
into seismic processing and then reservoir studies.

U.S. Shale Gas: Less Abundance, Higher Cost
Posted by aeberman on August 5, 2011 - 10:15am
Topic: Geology/Exploration
Tags: demand, economics, shale gas, supply [list all tags]
Arthur E. Berman and Lynn F. Pittinger
Lynn Pittinger is a consultant in petroleum engineering with 30 years of industry experience. He managed economic and engineering evaluations for Unocal and Occidental Oil & Gas, and has been an independent consultant since 2008. He has collaborated with Berman on all
shale play evaluation projects since 2009.
Introduction
Shale gas has become an important and permanent feature of U.S. energy supply. Daily production has increased from less than 1 billion cubic
feet of gas per day (bcfd) in 2003, when the first modern horizontal drilling and fracture stimulation was used, to almost 20 bcfd by mid-2011.
There are, however, two major concerns at the center of the shale gas revolution:
• Despite impressive production growth, it is not yet clear that these plays are commercial at current prices because of the high capital costs of
land and drilling and completion.
• Reserves and economics depend on estimated ultimate recoveries based on hyperbolic, or increasingly flattening, decline profiles that predict
decades of commercial production. With only a few years of production history in most of these plays, this model has not been shown to be
correct, and may be overly optimistic.
These are not purely technical topics for debate among petroleum professionals. The marketing of the shale gas phenomenon has been so effective that important policy and strategic decisions are being made based on as yet unproven assumptions about the abundance and low cost
of these plays. The “Pickens Plan” seeks to get congressional approval for natural gas subsidies that might eventually lead to conversion of
large parts of our vehicle fleet to run on natural gas. Similarly, companies have gotten permits from the government to transform liquefied
natural gas import terminals into export facilities that would commit the U.S. to decades of large, fixed export volumes. This might commit the
U.S. to decades of natural gas exports at fixed prices in the face of scarcity and increasing prices in the domestic market. If reserves are less
and cost is more than many assume, these could be disastrous decisions.
Executive Summary
Our analysis indicates that industry reserves are over-stated by at least 100 percent based on detailed review of both individual well and group
decline profiles for the Barnett, Fayetteville and Haynesville shale plays. The contraction of extensive geographic play regions into relatively
small core areas greatly reduces the commercially recoverable reserves of the plays that we have studied.
The Barnett and Fayetteville shale plays have the most complete history of production and thus provide the best available analogues for shale
gas plays with less complete histories. We recognize that all shale plays are different but, until more production history is available, the best
assumption is that newer plays will develop along similar lines to these older plays. There is now far too much data in Barnett and Fayetteville
to continue use of strong hyperbolic flattening decline models with b coefficients greater than 1.0.
Type curves that are commonly used to support strong hyperbolic flattening are misleading because they incorporate survivorship bias and rate
increases from re-stimulations that require additional capital investment. Comparison of individual and group decline-curve analysis indicates
that group or type-curve methods substantially over-estimate recoverable reserves.
Results to date in the Haynesville Shale play are disappointing, and will substantially underperform industry claims. In fact, it is difficult to
understand how companies justify 125 rigs drilling in a play that has not yet demonstrated commercial viability at present reserve projections
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Production Volume and Reserve Growth vs. Profitability
Analysts, government agencies, academics and media pundits commonly equate large shale gas resource levels, production and reserve growth with
commercial success. We do not dispute the impressive growth of shale gas resources, reserves or production. Examination of the balance sheets of
the leading companies involved in shale gas development, however, reveals limited earnings or profit. We must ask the proponents of shale gas success to explain this fundamental discrepancy.
Some argue that price explains poor business results. First of all, whose fault is it that gas was over-produced to the point that prices were depressed
other than the same companies that analysts praise for the shale gas revolution? Secondly, realized prices (the prices that results from hedging production volumes in advance of sales) over the past 5 or so years have never been higher because of high spot prices through mid-2008 and favorable
hedge positions for much of the following period. This means that low prices cannot be blamed for lack of business success. The simple truth is that
shale gas ventures are costly and profits are marginal at best.
Three decades of natural gas extraction from tight sandstone and coal-bed methane show that profits are marginal in low permeability reservoirs.
Shale reservoirs have orders of magnitude lower reservoir permeability than tight sandstone and coal-bed methane. So why do smart analysts blindly
accept that commercial results in shale plays should be different? The simple answer is found in high initial production rates. Unfortunately, these
high initial rates are made up for by shorter lifespan wells and additional costs associated with well re-stimulation. Those who expect the long-term
unit cost of shale gas to be less than that of other unconventional gas resources will be disappointed.
Entry of Major Oil Companies Into Shale Plays
Another common theme among shale advocates is that the entry of major oil companies into some of these plays proves that they are commercially
viable. There are as many reasons for big companies to enter shale gas plays as there are big companies but the most obvious reason is reserves.
Reserve replacement has been a challenge for major oil companies for at least the last decade as opportunities in the international arena have contracted. North American shale gas plays offer a temporary solution. Whether big companies can find operational and technological ways to make
these plays commercial is another question but, for the short term, shale plays provide a means to add reserves.
The notion that investment by large companies proves commercial success is disproved by recent history. We have to look no further than corn ethanol and other biofuel companies where optimistic claims of profitability are now seen to be unfounded. This is even with government mandated use,
major subsidies, and import tariffs to protect domestic producers from competition. An excellent discussion of the details of this situation by Robert
Rapier can be found at this link:
http://robertrapier.wordpress.com/category/pacific-ethanol/
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Evaluation of Shale Gas Well Performance
Our analysis of shale gas well decline trends indicates that the estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) per well is approximately one-half of the values
commonly presented by operators. The average EUR per well for the most active operators is 1.3 Bcf in the Barnett, 1.1 Bcf in the Fayetteville, and
3.0 Bcf in the Haynesville shale gas plays.
The primary difference between our analysis and the typical well profile proposed by operators is that we observe predominantly exponential (weak
to moderate hyperbolic) decline in most of the individual well decline trends, rather than steadily flattening hyperbolic decline. For the Barnett and
Fayetteville shale plays, we identify a two-stage exponential decline based on decline curve analysis (DCA) of individual wells; for the Haynesville
Shale we observe predominantly exponential decline for individual wells.
Two-stage exponential decline is characterized by an initial ten- to fifteen-month period of steep decline followed by a stable, shallower rate of decline that continues up to the present life of wells (commonly for four or more years to date in the Barnett Shale). Our emphasis is on matching the
relatively stable, shallower stage (Exhibit 1) because that is the portion of the decline
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In contrast, most producers and industry analysts match the entire production history with a hyperbolic profile with resulting hyperbolic curvature, or “b”, exponents of more than 1.0 (Exhibit 2). This invariably results in a much higher EUR and longer well life because the decline
rate progressively flattens beyond production history to very low terminal decline rates of a few percent.
We do not believe that it is appropriate to model the steep initial portion of the decline profile because it is not predictive of future behavior
and is already accounted for in the cumulative production portion of the DCA (DCA is really about remaining reserves, after all).
Technical papers are mixed, but several peer-reviewed articles (see appendix) provide specific warnings against use of hyperbolic coefficients
greater than 1.0, and specifically caution against including the initial steep transient decline rate in the matching process.
Aggregate production profiles for the Barnett, Fayetteville and Haynesville plays can be matched closely using the average well EUR presented in this study, providing an independent verification of these results. These points will be explained in more detail in subsequent sections including examples from different shale plays and operators.
Well Performance Evaluation Methodology
In this study, only horizontal wells were evaluated. With current technology and performance data, decline curve analysis (DCA) is the preferred technical approach to determine EUR for this analysis, supported by substantial empirical calibration from production histories for
thousands of horizontal completions in the Barnett, Fayetteville and Haynesville shale plays. Other techniques such as volumetric calculations
and reservoir simulation are limited by uncertainty and lack of calibration of recovery efficiency in the complex interaction between fracture
stimulations, natural fractures and joints and shale matrix.
Investor presentations provided by operating companies typically show a group average composite curve normalized to the first month of
production, combining well histories of varying duration. Our analysis indicates that this approach can be misleading, mainly because of survivorship bias (the increasing influence on the average over time by the survival of fewer and better performing wells) in the data but also by
the inclusion of rate increases from re-stimulations that require additional capital investment. The older data points are representative of a
much smaller sampling of wells.
We use a "vintaged grouping" method in our analyses to overcome much of the survivorship bias and effects of late-time well re-stimulations.
First, we evaluate wells by operator because different operators have differing land positions that affect rock quality and well performance.
Next, we vintage the wells by year of first production. This normalizes drilling and completion methods and permits recognition of performance improvement over time. Then we normalize wells within each vintaged group and do separate DCA for each group. Next, we use the
number of wells that were active and the average EUR in each vintaged group to calculate a weighted average for each operator. Finally, we
select a vintaged group with anomalously high EUR and conduct individual well DCA for all the wells in that group. We compare the average
of the individual DCA with the the normalize group decline to calibrate our probable error for that operator. We do not adjust the weighted
average EUR previously determined but this last technique gives us a measure of how much our DCA over-estimate EUR.
These points also will be explained in more detail in subsequent sections including examples from different shale plays and operators.
Barnett Well Performance
Exhibit 3 shows the group average production profile of 1,601 XTO wells in the Barnett Shale normalized to the first month of production.
This example curve indicates virtually no decline for the last 4 years of production. The well count shows that the last year of the production
decline trend is represented by less than 2% of the initial well count. The jump in average production after month 75 is the result of either
survivorship bias (a few poorer wells drop out of the count resulting in an upward uplift because better wells survive) and/or re-stimulation.
Exhibit 4 features a subset of the wells in Exhibit 3 that is limited to wells with first production in 2004. Both Exhibits 3 and 4 show the effect
of survivorship bias: as the number of wells decreases with time, the monthly rate flattens to a decline of almost zero because surviving high
performance wells “lift” the average for later months. This flat decline profile is not seen in individual wells. This produces an artificially
high EUR and long well life that is not real.
The rest of this article can be found at: http://www.theoildrum.com/node/8212
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Louisiana Board of Professional Geoscientists
As you may know, the Louisiana Board of Professional Geoscientists was created by Act 974 of the
2010 Louisiana Legislative Session. Like most things run by the state, it is underfunded and behind
schedule. About the only thing done so far was the election of Dr. Madhurendu Kumar as acting
Chairman of the Board, even though there is no board as of yet. Unfortunately, there are several
dates and deadlines involved with the board. And please keep in mind that I just came into posses‐
sion of this information this week. But anyone applying for the Professional Geoscientist designation
before January 1, 2012 will not be required to submit a written examination if they meet other
statutory requirements. Here is the rub: At this time, there is no application, examination, or statu‐
tory requirements. I spoke to Dr. Kumar yesterday, and he is offering the following remedy, to quote
put everyone s mind at peace. If you submit a letter to him, stating your name and personal in‐
formation, and that you intend to apply for P.G. designation, he will consider that as an application
that can be grandfathered in. And you can even email him. Dr. Kumar also told me that he is going to
lobby to have the grandfather date pushed back, as the board is far from up and running, but that
will take, LITERALLY, an act of the Legislature. So there is no way of knowing if and when that will
happen. So I am going to recommend to everyone that is interested in having the P.G. designation,
they should go ahead and act now.

Physical Address: Dr. Madhurendu Kumar
LADNR‐Office of Conservation
617 N. Third, 9th Floor
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
Email:

madhurendu.kumar@la.gov

Phone:

225‐342‐5501
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Do you have any articles that you want to
share with the MGS membership?

Something you read online or something you wrote.
Please email them to the MGS Editor at mgs@treetop.us.com.
We would like to add more content from the membership.

Attention MGS Members:
June 2012 will be the last month the MGS Bulletin will
printed and mailed out. From that point on the only version will be in digital .PDF file format.

MGS BOLAND SCHOLARSHIP FUND

The Society’s L. F. Boland Scholarship Fund is open to donations (tax deductible) year
round. Your contribution will help the Society recognize and reward outstanding earth
science students at its annual Honors Day meeting on April 7th, 2011.
Since inception in 1980, the Society has honored 104 students with the Boland Award.
If you would like to contribute, please contact Dave Cate at 601-718-9397 or mail your
check (L. F. Boland Scholarship Fund) to him at 217 W. Capitol St., Jackson, MS 39201.
The MGS gratefully acknowledges the following contributors to the
L. F. Boland Scholarship Fund for the 2011-2012 year.
Maurice Birdwell
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MISSISSIPPI GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
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2011-2012
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